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CTmOMIC ACID REGENERATION 
YuM ANODIZING flAT 

IrtroduQti on 

The purpone of thts invest1at1on Is the develop- 

merit of a proees that will enable anodizing bathn such as 

those used in treatin, a1um1nuri to undergo continuous opera- 

tion without being, recharged with fresh chrornic acid. This 

la of groat importance in saving of chromium and allowinC 

it to be diverted to other es;ential needs, Chronic acid 

anod1zin is of military importance because of its wide 

application in the troathient of aluminum alloys for air- 

craft. 

Soon after the first world war chronic acid 

anodizing was used to protect duralumin seaplane parts from 

corrosion by sea water. Anodic troathent is now required 

for all aluminum used in the construction of airplanes for 

the United States Navy. The chromic acid process is most 

generally used. 

The chronic acid film has excellent corrosion ro- 

slatance and at the same timo promotes a strong bond for 

the zinc chromate primer. Since chronic acid will cOEnbine 

with the primo coat of paint and become a part of the paint 

itself, lt is not necessary to take precautions to remove 



entrapped acid, For this reason the chromic acid procesa 

may be used without restrictions for all airplane parte 

made from alloys containing not moro than 5% copper. This 

includes most alimm alloys that are used for aircraft. 
(8) 

The sulfuric acid anodizing proceo is the next 

in importance in this country. This method produces filins 

of a greater thicimess tch are particularly suited for 

coloring and decorativo prposos. They have a great hard- 

ncss and resistance to abrasion hut the use for assembled 

aircraft parts is restricted to those not ub5ected to 

stress and not containing recessos in which the anodizing 

solution rnirht be retained. ( ) 

}echanisrn of Anodizinj 

Anodizing shows a distinct contrast to electro- 

plating. In the case nf electroplating the deposit is 

formed on the cithco and the coating grows outward from 

the metal surface. In contrast to this, anodizing causes 

the film to form at the anode and the progressive oxidation 

takes place beneath the anodic film and grows inward, Thus 

the last part of the filin is foned next to the metal and 

the first is on the surfeco. iring the anodic treathent 

of the alttnum the part of the film first formed is under- 

Coing severe solvent action. For this reason the outer 
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øurfaco )f the anodic fun 1 ?es (lense and 1es rosi3tant 

than thnt near the metal, Accordlnp to Edwards and Keller 

( a ) the anodlic films aro almost pure amorphous alumina, 

A1203, with minor inclusions frctn the bath. The water is 

not chemically combined unless the surface is eubjected to 

special treatment. The minor inolu5ion3 of the chromic 

acid bath are chronic oxide and aluitina-chrornic aold corn- 

pounds. Keller (6) has shown that other minor inclusions 

may result from alloyinr elements such as silicon. In the 

case of the sulturtc acid bath the inclusions aro alumina- 

sulfuric acid compounds. When the chronic acid bath is 

usod sulfates do not appear to have any effect other than 

to make the anodic funi transparent. The presence of 

small amounts of chlorides does not affect the results, 

Procedure Used in Anodizing 

The process is 'enerally carried out in a steel 

tank containinc a chronic acid solution of from S to lO 

concentration. The temperature of the bath is maintained 

at about 35°C. by the use of heating and cooling. coils. 

The solution is stirred with compressed oir. Before in- 

troduction into the anodizin tanks, the parts are cleaned 

by inmiorsion in hot water which contains a deterrent to 

remove any xease and contamination. It is then rinsed 

thoroughly in water. After the anodizin, treatment the 
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parts are dippea in hot water and dried. 

The parts to be treated are rrndo tho anode and the 

tank itself serves as the cathode, A low voltaFe direct 

current is applied at the start and then increased to 40 

volts as rapidly as possible without over1oadin, the genera- 

tor, or burniri clar3pa Or parts being anodized. This ro- 

quires about five minutes after thicli the anodizing is con- 

tinued for thirty minute$. Chimic acid is added periodi- 

cally to replace drag-out and spray losses. The bath is 

finally diacarcied when it no longer produces satisfactory 

work. As has been pointed out at the beginning, the purpoee 

of this investiration is to furnish a xnethod of regenerating 

the chrornic aed bath so that this larre quantity of material 

is not discarded, A spent bath contains riost of the chrornlc 

acid combined with dissolved alumina and the neombined or 

"free" chromic acid does not exceed 1.5% at the timo it is 

discarded. 

Factors Influencing the Anodizin Process (6) 

1. Tho alumIna dissolved and accordingly the 

chromic acid consumed Is about proportional to the ampere- 

hours. 

2. A high pH leads to lower current densities, 

low ampere-hours and thin anodie films. 



3. A low pH loads to hiçher oirrent deniities, 

hither ampere-hours and thicker films. 

4. The amount of aluminum oxidized and alumina 

dissolved increase with temperature and timo. 

Thickness of Anode Film 

The primary purpose of the anode film is to pro- 

mote Coed paint adhesion, and the parts must also resint 

corrosion. Any normal variation in thickiess does not seem 

to vary the paint adhesion. The specification on thicimess 

of film is somewhat arbitrary. The test is usually that 

the film must not show failure after 30 days exposure in 

a standard 20% salt spray at 350C. The nature of the 

films differ for the conditions wtder which they aro formed. 

Zn general, however, a film will meet requirements if its 

weight Is not less than one milligram por square inch. 

This corresponds to a thickness of about 0.00002 inches. 

Elimination of Trivalent Chromium 

Trivalent chromium in an anodizing bath has ea- 

aentially the same effect as an equivalent amount of alumina, 

It may also darken the 111m, Neither the aluminum nor tri- 

valent chromium injures the corrosion resistance of the 

anodic film, but both combine with hexavalent chromium in 

such a way as to increase the pH of the bath and reduce the 
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thickns of the film. The formation of these eömpound is 

the chief cue of the deterioration of the bath. Any re- 

ductirn in the formation of these compounds will reduce the 

quantity of oh . ro1c acid uod per unit of anodized surface. 

If operatir conditions are carr5ec1 out in a proper mariner 

tho rate of iuminuni oxidized to a1uiina dissolved rny be 

incres&1 to soie extent ut t111 rEma1n3 s the major 

probLei. In iodern pract5e the trivalent chromium is 

eliminated almost completely. Any contact With Organic 

material such as wood epir9tors, cte., will produce tri- 

v1ent chromiuii. If considerable trivalent chromium appears 

in the bath due to so faiiit of operation it can be ai1y 

reoxiiized to the hexavalent state by e1octro1yzi with 

lend e1ectrde3 t three to six volts. Witlx ncdern tarks 

the wooden parts are eliminated by us1i wirer?1ass, Since 

the size of the cathode is not critIcal, a small cathode 

has the advsnbige of erttitttn only mi11 arionnt8 of tri- 

valent chrwiiuri to be formed. With 1ario cathodes, more 

trivalent obroxiium would be formed by electrolytic reduc.- 

tion at th cathode. It ha* been f ouid thst the effective 

area of the cathrde noed not exceed 5% of the 3urface of 

the aluminuyi. A small cathode then has a hiph current den- 

sity but a low reduction efficiency and in contrast a large 

anode has a smaller current density but a hi oddation 

efficiency. The result of this arrangement Is that the 



solutions from the industrial &nodizin baths contath prac- 

tically no trivalent chromium. mia fact loaves the prob 

1cm to be solved only in ter of aluiinum. 
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Experirnental 

Study of Anodizin Solution 

A 8amplo of chromnio acid solution was obtQinod 

from an anodiz1nr bath which wa operating under noial 

conditions in an irldu9tria]. plant. In sthrtinr thi3 invoi- 

tigatlon whieh was to lead to the roenert1on of chroriic 

acid in anodizinp bsths, it w decided that additional in- 

formation was needed relating to the behavior of the corn- 

ponente et various pH values during the regeneration 

process. Since chrornic acid solutions are colored and hayo 

a strong oxidizing action1 a rlas electrode in combination 

with a Beckman pH meter was used in order to follow the 

changes in pH. 

A pli curve for the anodizing bath solution was 

first obtained by the titration of a 25.0 ini. sample with 

O.5N sodium hydroxide. (Figure I) To assist in the inter- 

pretation of the various breaks in the roaultinr. curve, 

similar titrations were made using . 25.0 ml. samples of 

sodium dichromate, technical ohz'iic acid, and aluminum 

sulfate, each containing a comparable amount of chromium 

expressed as GrO3. Since the total volume was chancing. 

during all of the titratioria it was necessary to note the 

effect of dilution on the various components of the solu- 

tions, This was accomplished by diluting with water 25.0 mii. 
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of each ehromlwn component mentionsd above and p1ottin the 

pH with the corresponding ehano in volume. The data is 

summarized by the use of the curves in Fiptre X. A tabula- 

tiori of data for the titration of the anodizing solution is 

shown in Table I. PH readlings were taken at thterval of 

O,8.1.O cc at the critical pothts. The stability of the 

meter is tndicatcd by notinr? that the resultin, curve passes 

througji each plotted point and yields a smooth curve. (All 

other curves have likewise been drawn only throui data 

points. Therefore, the curves but not the date are rivon,) 

It ould be noted that the breaks in the curves 

corresponding to the change from dichroniate to chromite Caine 

at the same pE valuo for the sodium dichromete solution, 

chromic acid solution, and anodizinç. solution. Also, it 

should he noted that the precipitation of aluminum hydroxide 

occurred at the same pH value for the aluminum sulfate solu- 

tien as for the anodizing, solution, and this at fairly low 

pH values, i.e., considerably on the acid side. 

It would be well at this stare to discuss some of 

the chemistry involved in the interpretations of the curves 

in Figure 1. A nearly horizontal part in any curve indi- 

cates that some reaction is taking place *ich is usiní', up 

the base as it is beinp, added, thus maintaining the pH 

relatively constant. The sudden chanc to a nearly vertical 

part of the curvo indicates that the precedins neutralization 

is complete. The next horizontal line shows a new 



TITRATION OF ANODIZING SOLUTION 

(Titration of 25,0 ml. smplo with 0.5W sodium hycirodde.) 

- 
Naol TPU rn1. Nco1I : pit 

0410 0.99 75.0 6,66 
1.0 l.l 80.0 S.7d 
2.0 I.3S 85.0 6.92 
3.0 1.68 90.0 7.05 
4.0 2,54 93,0 7.17 
5.0 2.90 95.0 7.21 
6,0 3.16 97.0 7.32 
7.0 3.27 99.0 7.44 
8.0 3.35 101.0 7.65 

10.0 3.50 102.0 '7.87 
l?.0 3.54 103.0 8.12 
14.0 3.tO 104.0 8,50 
18,0 3.70 105.0 8.80 
22.0 3.74 106.0 9.10 
20.0 3.81 107.0 9.41 
30.0 3.85 108.0 9.63 
35.0 3.95 109.0 9.78 
37.0 3.98 110.0 9.94 
40.0 4.04 112.0 10.13 
42.0 4.11 114.0 10.25 
44.0 4.23 116.0 10.40 
46.0 4.45 118.0 10.45 
47.0 .70 120.0 10.60 
48.0 4.96 121.0 10.70 
49.0 5.20 122.0 10.75 
50.0 5.38 123.0 10.85 
51.0 5.53 124.0 10,94 
52.0 5.66 125.0 11.00 
53.0 5,75 127,0 11.12 
55,0 5.94 129.0 11.18 
57.0 6.05 132,0 11.23 
60.0 6.20 137.0 11.30 
65.0 6.38 142.0 11.32 
70.0 6.52 147.0 11.34 
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noutrelization equilibrium as predomlnatinp, and thus the 

steps In the curve result. 

To be more specific let us follow the dovelonent 

of the curve for puro chrornic acid, U.S.?. Cr03, upon ti- 

tration wIth sodium hydroxide. Ythen Cr03 is placed in 

water the followInc hydrolysis re8ults, 

2Cr03+IL,0 II2Cr207 

Durin the addition of the fIrst 55.0 ml. of sodium hydrox- 

Ido the nearly-horizontal portion of the curvo shows that 

chronic acid is beine; neutralized. At 56.5 ml. the sharp 

rise in the curve Indicates the completion of the reaction. 

This may be represented as, 

li2Cr207 ..- 2NaOH Na2Cr2O7 + 2110H 

As the curve approaches horizontal again a new 

reaction predoniinates which is represented as, 

2'2O7+ 2ia0E 2Na2CrO4 -I- 2HOH 

This reaction continues until 113.0 ml. of sodium hydroxide 

have boon added. The abrupt rise then indicates all of the 

dichroniate has been chançed to chromate. The curve levels 

off at a pH of 11.4 because that approaches the pH of the 

reajent sodium hydroxide. 

The same quantity of baso Is used to chan'o the 

dichromate to chromate as was needed to neutralize the 

chronic acid. Either of these endpoints could be used for 
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quantitative deteni1nations. 

The titration of pure 3odiuìn dichromate, C.P. 

Na2Cr2Oy, with sodium hydroxide reproduces the upper part 

of the chromic acid curve showing the change from dichro- 

mate to chromate. 

The titration of an. aluminum sulfato solution, 

C.?. Al2(SO4)3, with sodium hydroxide shows the precipita- 

tian of aluminum hydroxide starting at pH 3.0 and complete 

near pH 4,2. The increase in slope indicates the end of 

the above reaction and the return of the aluminum to solu- 

tion as an aluminato, the major portion going into solution 

fr pH 10.0 to pII 10.8. After all the 2lwninum hydroxide 

has been changed to the aluminate the pH again approaches 

that of the sodium hydroxide reagent. 

With the three known curves as a background the 

titration of the anodizin bath can be followed with a fair 

interpretation as to what is taking place. The sudden rise 

during the addition of the first 5,0 nil. of sodium hydrox- 

ide Shows there is very little free chromic acid present. 

The addition between the graduations 6,0 ml. and 45,0 nil. 

is uaed to precipitate the aluminum. A separate analysis 

of the anodizing solution for aluminum and combined chromic 

acid indicates a combinatIon as aluminum dichromate in 

solution. (see analysis of an anodizing solution under 

"Flow hocts for the Chemical Regeneration of the Anodizing 
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Bath') The reaction for the precipitation of aluminum 

hydroxide may thon be illustrated as, 

Al2(Cr207)3 + 6NaOH 2A1(oH) + 3Na2Cr2O7 

I3otween the 45.0 ml. and 105.0 ml. additions, or 

between the pli 4.2 and pii 10.0, there is a combination of 

effects. The principal reection in this region is the 

ohano from dichromato to chromate. The chan es are not as 

sharp as the pure chrornic acid or dichronate due to the 

presence of aluminum which does not have such a definite 

end poInt. After the aluminum has all dissolved the pH 

approaeho3, as in all oases, that of the rearent sodium 

hydroxide. The dilution effect curvos show the result of a 

decrease in concentration due to any chanço in volume during 

the titration. These may ho used as reference lines or for 

correction factors rìere necessary. They have been used in 

Firurc VI. 

Let us refer a!ain in Fip'ure I to the precipitato 

formed on the first step of the curve for the anodizing 

solution at a pH 3.0 to 4.2. This precipitate contains 

chronic acid Which may be considered as adsorbed since moat 

of it Cfl ho removed upon washinr with water. However, 

accordinp, to the literature ( ' ) insoluble basic chromates 

can be formed under simIlar conditions. An insoluble basic 

chromate of the composition 2A1203.Cr03.61120 can be prepared 
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by mixing a solution of alumthum chloride ud potasnin 

chromate. The compound aluminum oxidichrornate 

3A1203. 200.61120 has been zported by S.H. C. Brigs. (7 ) 

Eecause the precipitation of aluminum hydroxido 

in the titration of the anodizinp solution occurs an the 

acid sido evidence favors the formation of a basic altniinum 

dichromate, hut it should be remembered that in anlytica1 

chemistry certain chromates are precipitated in acid solu- 

ton duo to their low solubility and the fact that there is 

an equilibrium betwoen chromates and dichromates. Since the 

above-named typo compounds easily undergo hydrolysis it is 

sufficient for the problem at hand to conidor the precipi- 

tato as altuninum hzdroxide with a dofinite quantity of 

adsorbed chromic acid. Durin: any filtration process 

washing will remove the chromic acid and leave the aluminum 

hydroxide behind. 

In the eloctz'ochcrnical method for roeneration 

of chrornic acid ithich is to follow, practically o chromium 

was lost by adsorption on the aluminum hydroxide precipi- 

tato. 
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&earation of A1unitxwn 
froi CromtcTci So1ut1on 

i1ectrochemic1 ethod 

J. Sohulein and A. B. Vano, working at Oregon 

State College in connection with this project, 1ectro1yze 

the ûnodiz1n solution in ti diaphran celi, expecting that 

chromic acid would be concentrated in the cnolyte and nomo 

aluminum complex precipitated from the catholyto when the 

proper pH value was obtaIned. Tho)r further hoped that the 

aluminum complex before precipitation would be a charCed 

colloid and would Qiso be concentrated in the catholyte, 

whore the aluminum would be separated from the diehrornate. 

In actuality they found thia prooes inefficient in that 

the re3iativity of the bath was hII, and a relatively 

large aìiotmt of power would be required for the 8epartion 

of the ali1nuii. 

The fact that the solutiona eontainin a1tnmnm 

have a hich resistance and the solutions with the almirnn 

removed have relatively low rosistances indicates that 

aluminum diohromate is only sliit1y disooiated. 

Buildinr on the know1ede thus far obtained it 

was decided to chemically throw out the aluminum by 

rai sin( the pH to the required value by the addition of 

sodium hydroxido, thereby converting, the bath to esien- 

tially sodium dichromate, from which a basic aluminum 
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precipltste could he filtered. T1e fUtrato would then 

have n high conductivity and could be readily electrolyzed 

in a diaphrati ccli to rive an anolyte hi-th in chromic acid, 

-i1ch could be returned to the anodizinf7, tank, and a catho- 

lyte h1 in sodium hydroxide which could be used for the 

neutralization of tho next batch of anodizn solution. 

The diaphran cell which wa used for the expon- 

mental runs consisted of an "IV' shaped lass tubo, with 

stopcocks for the drina(e of anode and cathode solutions. 

The total volume was about 200 ml, The diaphra, consist- 

in of closely wovon glass cloth, was placed in the horIzon- 

ta]. tube connecting the two electrodes. 

The cell operation was carried on usin 0.5 

amperes and between 15 and 18 volts was necessary to hold 

the current constant, 180 ml. of the solution which had 

been treated with sodium hydroxide was used for each run. 

At specified time intervals the ariolyte and catholyte 

solutions were drained from the cell and the pH of each was 

then determined. They were then returned to the cell with 

precautions that no mixing occurred, and the electrolysis 

continued as before. 

The remlts for the electrolysis of the treated 

anodizing solution are shown in FIure III. The pH of the 

anolyte is rapidly lowered due to the formation of chronic 

acid. In the region of a pII of I a lare increase in 
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chroaic acid concentration is necosary to show an appx'e- 

dable chanre in pli. Reference to Fiìres VII and VIII 

will illustrate the relation of chrornic acid concentration 

arid pH values. 

The alkalinity of the catho].yte increases slowly 

until a pH of O is reached. At this point any dichronate 

piøsont has been completely ohanged to chromate and further 

electrolysis will cause the pH to rise to that of odiun 

hydroxide. At this point it would be well to refer again 

to Figure 1 and note the reserablanco between the curve for 

the titration of sodium dichroinato and the catholyte curvo 

in Figuro III. At the eaxie time the similarity of the 

titl**tiøn curve for chroìnic acid and the anolyto curve 

8hould be noted. Freni these conipariaons it is indicated 

that the reactions dichrornato to chromate and chronic acid 

to dichrornate are the ssmo as that discussed in relation to 

Figure I. Figure IV, the eleotro1is of Na2Cr2O7, also 

!ivo3 tiis same comparison as Figure III. 

The results of the electrolysis can be shown in 

terms of free chronic acid by referring to Figures XI, V, 

and VI. The curves in Figures II and V were originally 

obtained by use of the chronic acid titration curve in 

Figure I. One nl. of O.5N sodium hydroxide was taken as 

equivalent to 0,0005 moles or .05 g. CrO3. This is true, 

but when the equivalent amount of sodium hydroxide is 
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obtained, by readinr- thc pH, the result8 are hirh due to 

the fact that there wa no change in the volume of the 

electrolytic cell. For thi8 reason the chromic acid curve 

in Figure I had to be calculated to its value as if there 

had been no change in volume during the titration with 

sodium hydroxide. 

A more convenient method of interpreting pH units 

in terms of chromic acid is illustrated in Figure VII. Here 

the T of various standard chronic acid solutions has been 

measured. when the pli is plotted against the log of the 

chromic acid concentration a straiit line results. This 

method is now used widely for the determination of chromic 

acid concentrations. It should be noted that it is noces- 

nary to obtain a calibration curvo for each pH meter 

assembly under conditions of operaton. (Seo Figures VII 

and VIII.) 

The eloctrochernlcal procedure worked very well 

and the results have been shown by Figures II and III, 

wiich were further checked by the olectrolysis of a sodium 

dichromate solution os shown in Figure IV and V. From 

those curvos it is aeon that the chronic acid can be ro- 

generated and the mcthod is therefore recorendod as a 

fairly simple eloctrochemical means of recovery of chronic 

acid from anodizing baths. 
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The Chemical Regeneration of the Anodizin' Bath 

Aftei' a study of Pigure I it was obter'ved that the 

aluminum was beine precipitated e'ien while the solution wa 

on the acid side. It was decided to investigate the re- 

generation of chrornic acid by purely chemical moans. An 

approach to this problem would require that no new is b 
added to the bath. This result could be acconip1i*d by 

adding ions which could be easily removed at a later stage. 

The latter method has been applied by beginning 

with the addition of slaked lime to the anodizing bath in 

sufficient quantity to convert all of the chronic acid, 

both free and combined, to calcium diebromato. Then the 

pH is thus incressed to approxi'ately 5, the sluminum hy- 

drolyzos to nearly complete precipitation as the hroxide, 

and may be filtered off. At this pH and concentration the 

calcium dichromate is solublo, thus no chromium will be 

lost by precipitation. The calcium hydroxide is only 

soluble when it reacts with tho acid, and the excess solid 

is retained with the precipitate of aluminum hydroxide. 

The experimental work was carried out using calcium hy- 

droxido, however, it is possible that lime could he used if 

added very slowly. In such s caso there would be some heat 

evolved due to the reaction of calcium oxide and water. A 

precaution in this regard is that the solubility of a 

number of calcium chromates docreasesas the temperature is 

increased. 
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After the aluminum hydroxIde FIltration the next 

step involves the removal of the oiuble calcium from the 

bath by the addition of sulfuric acid calculated to be 

equivalent to the calcium, so that it may be removed as 

precipitated gypsum, (CaSO42H20). The quantIty of sulfuric 

acid to be used is dependent on the calcium content, which 

in turn is dependent on the total chromium cxpressed as 

chromic acid CrO5 or dicliromie acid HCr207. The filtrate 

from the above procedure Is dichromic acid, ff2Cr207, satu- 

rated with calcium sulfato and can be imcdiatoly rcturncd 

to the anodizinr, bath. According to the literature, sul- 

fates In a chromlc acid bath do not appear to have any 

effect other than to make the unodic film transparent. (S) 

If deSIred, lt is posibl to reiiovo the sulfate 

by the addition of the proper amount of barium carbonate 

or hydroxide. The equivalent amount of calcium present in 

the resultant solution as calcium dichromate has no effect 

upon the anodizing properties other than to reduce the 

effective concentration of chromic acid, 

There i an economic balance involved between the 

amount of aluminum which can be allowed to build up in the 

ariodizin(', solition, and the amount of ch solution that 

would have to be treated in the above manner per day, so as 

to remove the amount of aluminum goinc irto solutIon per 

day. This is for the purpose of maintaining the anodlzinr 
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bath within practical operating limits as a pH range of 0.1 

to 1.3. 

From the dicuslon above lt Is shown that the 

regeneration of ehromic acid from the 1urninum dlehromate 

complex can be made by thia method rapidly and conveniently, 

Involving only neutralization, filtration, acidification, 

and filtration. Enough of the anodizlnp solution can be 

treated each day to be equivalent to the amount of sluminum 

going into solution for the same length of time. 

A Stoichiometrlc Study of the Eegencration 
Chromlo Acid ChemThaflZeans 

A review of the literature results con- 

elusion that the best operating conditions are obtained 

with a heavy bath, that is, approxiate1y 10 percent chromic 

acid content, operating at a pH between 0,8 and 0.9. ( S ) 

ThI. will be used as a basis for th following discussion, 

Flow sheets No. 1, 2, and 3 are used to illustrato 

three possible variations in the chemical regeneration of 

chronic acid, depending on the requirements of the product. 

Flow Sheet No. 1, In the first caso the anodizing 

bath is allowed to build up with calcium 1fate to satu- 

ration, which was found to be approximately 20 grams per 

lIter of Ca304,2U20, The solubility was doteriined by put- 

tin a weighed quantity of calcium sulfate, (psum), 
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Ca304.2H20, into a glees atoppered graduated cylinder, a 

10% solution of chroxnic acid was then added gradually with 

shaking until the calcium sulfate dissolved, 20. grams/ 

liter at 250C was obtained as its approximate solubility. 

Flow sheet i includes the chemical reactions involved, as 

well as srìple data chosen to illustrate the method in 

actual operation. 

Flow Sheet No. 2, ThIs ivo a procedure which 

can be used in case it is desired to reduce or remove the 

sulfate ion frovi the anodizinr bath, In this case it is 

necessary to carry a higher total chromium concentration, 

duo to the calcium combining with some of the dichromate. 

The unodlzing bath eventually reaches an equilibrium point, 

where-in approximately one-sixth of the total chromium is 

always associated with the calcium as the dichrornate. 

Flow Sheet No. 3. This rives n procedure for 

use in those casos where it may be desIred to remove essen- 

tinily all of the sulfate and calcium. The calculations 

and steps In this flow sheet are figured, as in the others, 

on the basi s that a small batch of anodizing solution will 

be regenerated periodically and returned to the rain tank, 

It thould also be noted that the final product of the 

batch reaction in this case consists of chronic acid con- 

ta:thin, a small amount of calcium dichromate, and 

saturated with calcium fluoride. The solubility of 
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calcium fluoride In chromle acid, 0.07 grams/liter at 25°C 

was determined tri the saine nanner a that of the calcium 

süfato in chronic acid. With the presence of the calcium 

fluoride, pH readinr at ti8 point are increased possibly 

duo to the fact that cal ciuìn fluoride can be thou,ht of aa 

hydrolyzing to a strong, base and weak acid. According, to 

Dole hict absolute pli readins will be obtained with hy- 

drofluoric acid due in part to the action of fluorides on 

the glass electrode. However, in the oxper1iental work 

ich is to follow immediately, it is the chango in pli 

rather than the absohite pli which is needed fór the con- 

cluions which aro to be made. 

Upon returning the regenerated portion to the 

main anodizinc' bath, the hydrofluoric acid present, from 

the hydrolysis of calcium fluoride, immediately combines 

wi th some of the aluminum which wa s previou sly in the form 

of aluminum dichromate, forrninc, a very stable aluminum 

fluoride complex and roleasinr an equivalent amount of 

chromic acid, Therefore, it Is seen that although the 

addition of calcium fluoride will mercase the pli of a 

cbromic acid solution, it will actually decrease the pii of 

a chrornic acid solution containing aluminum. 

Because of the great stability of this aluminum 

fluoride complex, it is anticipated that the small amount 

of fluorides that will be present In the anodizing solution 
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after eqdiibriurn i ostablithed b continuous batch ro- 

circulation will have no off8ct On anodization. 

The cal cul a t i on of the amoun t of i irne , sul furl o 

acid, barium carbonate, and hydrofluoric acid required aro 

all based on regeneration of 100 pornds or free chromic 

acid in each instance. It should be noted that this ro-. 

quires three different anodlizii batha depending on which 

!T1Ot1Od is USOd. The total chromate concentration for flow 

sheet No. i ta 115.5 grams,iter calculated as Cr03, flow 

sheet 1go. 2 is 138.7 grams/liter, and flow sheet 1o, 3 is 

117.5 grams/liter. For each of the above solutions 100 

pounds of free chromic acid t11 t'e r'eneratod per 120 

gallons of solution treated. This i sufficient to keep 

a typical commercial bath in continuous operation. 
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Flow Sheets for the Chemical Re.eneration 
o i Anodig Jath 

A typical analysis of an snodizin. bath which is 
now in operation on a commercial scale Is as follows: 

Hexavalent chromium, expressed as Cr03--lll.O rrams/liter 
Trivalent chronium, expressed as Cr03--O.9 grams/liter 
Aluminum, expressed as Al2O--l5.l grams/liter 
Sulfate, expressed as 304--0.11 grams/liter 

Note: This solution Is still in operation and is 
not to ho considered as a "spent bath", but it is approach- 
jrtc' that stano, In a spent bath one gram of alumina, 

A1003, will be combined with six prams of chromic acid, 
Cr03. 

The analyzed solution above would he Illustrated 
for use in a flow sheet as, 

AnodIzing Bath 

pH : 1.00 

h122O7 + Al2(Cr207)3 

Combined Cr03--97.5 grars/litor in Al2(Cr207)3 
Free Cr03--13,5 grams/liter in H2Cr2O1 

The free chromic acId is ohtainec1 from a pH cali- 
bratiort curve such as in Figures VII or VIII. Free chronic 
acid is a term used in the current literature, but it could 

also be expressed as the effective chronic acid concentra- 
tion since it Is that component which maintains the ii at 
the best operatth?, conditions and undoubtedly takes ari 
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active part in the anodizinr, reaction. The combined chromic 

acid is just as the name infers, the chromate in some form 

such that it cannot act s en acid. The combined chromic 

acid la obtaIned by the difference between the total hexe- 

valent chromium expressed as Cr03 and the free chromic acid 

also expressed as Cr03. The results mentioned above have 

been calculated by these methods. 
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Analytical Methods 

The fo1lowin methods were applied in analyzing 

the chromium solutions used in this 5 nvestiat1on, 

1. DeterminatIon of Rexavalent Chr.mium Reduction 
ot e romte wfthPerrous Salts. T3) 

The method depends upon the reduction of sol- 
ubie ebromate by ferrous salts, the excess being deter- 
mine! by titration with standard dichromato. The di- 

phenylamine suif onate indicator can be used. This pro- 

cedure was used for the determination of chromium in the 

presence of terrie iron and a1Ina. 
The reactions may be represented by either of 

the f ollowinp, equations. 
(a) 2CrO 6FeO : Cr203 5Fe2O3 

(b) 2HCrO4 6FeSO4 6112SO4 0r2(SO4)3 

3Fe2(304)3 3H20 

Reaent--O.l Potassium Dtchrrnste solution 
Súlfurie--oaphcric AcId ?ixture--i5O ml. sulfuric acid - (sp.gr, L.o4-),igo t.posphoric acid (d' 1.7), 

diluted to 1000 1111. 

Sodium DIphenylanine Sulfonate--flissolve 0.32 . barium 
dipheiiylamine su1fonatin 1 ml. witer. Add 0.5 g. f 

od5um lfate, mlx, nñ allow the precipitate to settle, 
then decant the clear solution which ja to he used as 
the Indicator. 
Procedure: Reduction-The amp1e should not contain over 
0.17 cram chrcviium p'resent as a chromate for convenience 
in titration. The solution is made eariy acid arid boiled 



to expel oxidiziri agents. Then cibout 25 ml. of 1:1 

112>04 and 25 ml. of the sulfuric-phosphoric acid mixture 

is added and the sample is diluted to about 400 ml. 

Tenth normal ferrous ammonium sulfate solution contain- 
ing free sulfuric acid is added until the solution 
changes from yellow throw oli,e-reen to deep raee- 
green. For evel'y 0.1 gram of chrom1uii about 65 to 70 ml. 

of' N/b ferrous salt solution should be added. After 
five minutes, the excess of this reducin- reagent is ti- 
trated with potassium dichromate. 

About drops of the diphenylarnne silfonate 
indicator are used in the 400 

end the green color of the 

ercen or in the presence of a 

grayish blue, The diclirortate 

until the color chages to art 

otes.--The ferrous 

ini. of solution. bear the 

Lution deepens to a blue- 

larr;a anount of iron to a 

now added dr'opw1se 

intense violet blue. 

azonium sulfate solution 
is standardized against the potassium dichroxate each 

t1rre before a serios of sanpies are analyzed, It is 
eu;iex' to obscrre the end-point if the indioatcr is 
added near thc equivalence point rather than at the be- 

ginning of th titration. The presenøe of the sulfuric- 
ìosphoric mixture is necessary for a clear, sharp change 

at the ond point. Large iounts of iron obscure the 

endpoint unicas sufficient *osphor1c acid is present. 
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This method permits the back titration with 

standard ferrous solution. (3 ) Oranic substances do not 

Interfere as they do In the permanganate titrations. Zinc, 

aluiîilnrnn, man'ano so, nickel, cobal t and trivalent chromIii 

do not interfere. Copper present in quantities less than 

i m,. does not interfere; in largor quantities it raises 

results as It assIsts oxidation of iron by air. Tri- 

valent arsenic lowers results as it is oxidized by clichro- 

mato to pentavalent form. 

2. Determination of Trivalent QìromIur, (9 ) 

Two identical samples are taken. One is analyzed 

for hexavalont chromium a s described above arid i a calcu- 

lated in terms of Cr203. The other sample Is placed in a 

largo beaker and sodium peroxide is added until the color 

of the solution changes to yellow. It is boiled gently 

for 30 minutes, then cooled. The alkali is neutralized 

with H2304 and then the procedure is continued as in 

the analysi s of hexavalent chromium, except that the re- 

suite are calculated as Cr203. The difference between 

the two results represents the Cr203 In the original 

sample. 

Notes: It was found that all of the excess 

peroxide was not removed on boiling for 30 minutes. This 

was corrected by first boilIng 15 mInutes then passing 



in carbon dioxide until the solution was saturated and the 

excess alkali was changed to carbonate. The solution was 

then riade acid and titrated in accord with the roglar 

procedure. 

3. Deteriidnatlon ot Aluminum in the Presenop - -* 

of Iron and chromium s- s - 
¶!he solution was first iiado alkaline ith sodium 

hydroxide and the iron removed by filtration. The fiL- 

trate was then treated with sodium peroxide and boiled 15 

minutos to insure all the trivalent chromium chanpe ta 

hexavalent. The resultant solution was then neutralized 

with 1:1 112304 and made basic again with 15N ammonium hy- 

droxide. The precipitated alinum hydroxide was filtered, 

washed, initod and weiihed as A1203. 

4. Determination £ Sulfate C e) 

A 80 rril. sample of t1C anodizir bath is measured 

into a one liter beaker and volume made to about 600 ml. 

Then 75 ml. of ethyl alcohol and 60 ml, of concentrated 11Cl 

are added to reduce the chromium to th e trivalent state, 

When the reaction has ceased, brine, to a boil and concen- 

trato to a thick syrup. Dilute with distilled water to 

about 400 ml., and heat to boiling; waile boilin., add 

slowly 50 ml. of hot 10% BaCl2 solution, continuo boiling 

for 5 minutes, then let stand overniftht at 40-450C. 
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Filter the precipitate on a Goocb crucible, wash, dry 30 

minutes at 105°C, ignite, cool and ei as 

5. Leasurement ot' tn Chroniic Acid So1ution - - - - - - -- - 

The g1a electrode was elected duo to the 

oxidizinp nature and the strong color ot these solutions, 

A }3ecknmn pi meter was used and the electrodes vere stan- 

dardized against solutions of known chromium content. 

(See Figure vii.) The netor was kept in adjustment by 

settin with a O.05M potasnium acid phthalatc buffer. 

Dole rocorrrends that all users of corercia1 glass-elec- 

trode equipment adopt the aie value for the pii of Q.05M 

that is 4.005 at 2°C. ( i ) 
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EQlilibz'Ia in Chrcnnic Acc1 Solutione 

It ha been thown by Winslow fl. Hartford that 

pH meter a5semblies using a las olectrode in chroxiic 

acid solutions ore self-conaitent and may be sed for 

control purposes, if standardiod again8t known solutioria. 

(5) Attention ha been called to the fact that cliC- 

forent instrurnent avo different pH readin especially 

below a pii of 2. A large portion, but not all of this 

discrepancy can he explained as resulting from the 

various liquid junction potentials of different assemblies. 

Dilutio Of Chromic Acid 

The pH meter assembly, consisting of a Becloiian 

pli: meter with macro-g'ass electrodes, wa calibrated 

against chromic acid solutions of known concentration. 

A chromic acid solution rnsde up from Technical Chrornic 

Acid, 99,3% CrO3, was found by analysis to contain 101.3 

grarnn/liter CrC3. 

This solutIon was thon diluted with water and 

at definite intervals the pH was measured. The Cr03 con- 

contration in grams/liter was calculated for each new 

volume of solution. The logarithm of this concentration 

was plotted aanst the corrempondln .. r pH. When this data, 

Table II, is p1otted,Fiire VII, a straight line results. 



Table II 

DILtTI .2 
ACID 

- -a- - - t -a - t - 

- 

-ï--- 
1f_o -- - 

M- - Tot&J - 

r 

Cr03 
: 2 pII : Volume : 

Cr03 

2 

---- r - 

: r, grams/li ter 

50,0 : 0.0 g 0.13. 50 : 101.30 
2 10.0 0,19 60 : 04.40 
2 20.0 : 0,2G : '70 72.30 
2 30.0 : 0.32 : 80 r 63.30 
2 40.0 1 0.37 : 90 : 56.30 
2 50.0 t 0.41 : 100 : 50.60 

t 75.0 : 0.51 : 125 : 40,50 
100.0 0.59 : 150 : 33.78 

_t--- 

150.0 
--- 

: 

---------- 

0.72 
- 

: 200 
---- - ----- 

2 

- 

25.30 
- t-- - 

Table III 

TRATI0N 2 CHR04IC ACID 

- 
_i --- ---- :L__- - - - - --- - - - .r- --* I . 

2 , 2 Toa1 : Cr0 
GrO3 : N*Ofl : pH : Volume : 3 
ml : m1. # - 

ml : pramsJ1ier_ 

50.0 : 0.0 ; 0.11 : 50 t 101.3 
5.0 : 0.18 : 55 2 87.5 

: 10.0 0.23 60 2 76.2 
2 20.0 2 0.34 : 70 2 50.1 
2 30.0 0.45 z 80 44.7 
2 40.0 : 0.57 : 90 : 34.1 
2 50.0 : 0.69 : 100 : 25.7 
2 60.0 : 0,84 : 110 : 18.8 
2 '70.0 s 1.00 : 120 13.1 

(1 ml. 0.5N NaOH 05 Cr03) 
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Table IV 

IFF3CT OF SODITJI DICHROMATE 
ON 1EAS!ÎThF CHWIC ACID - - - r .. 

(Concentration of Cr03 o1ution concentration of Na2Cr2O7 

solution 101.3 rjiter CrO3,) 

:Froe t : : Total: 
solution: GrO3 t NaCr207 t pH : Volume t 

Free Cr03 

S 'ml. îil. t grama/llter 

i 50.0 t 0.0 t 0.11 t 50 t 101.3 
. & t t 

2 40.0 10.0 , 50 t 31.1 
t : t t 

3 t 30.0 t 20.0 : 0.28 t 50 t 60.8 
t t t t t 

4 20.0 : 30.0 * 0.42 : 50 t 40.6 
t t t t t 

5 t 1.0.0 t 40.0 t 0.69 : 50 20.3 
t t t t t 

G t 0.0 t 50.0 t 3.62 t 50 t 0.0 
t 
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Titration of Ghromic Acid 

The pH curvo for the titration of an aziodizing 

bath with sodium hydroxide cannot be expected to be com- 

parable with the pli calibration curve in which the 'titra- 

tion" (dilution) of chromic acid was made with water. In 

ordei' to make a better comparison, a sample of chromic 

acid solution wa titrtod with sodium hrdroxide. In this 

titration each mole of NaOH is equIvalent to one molo of 

Cr03 a may be seen from the followinp, equations. 

2CrO3 H0 : flCr2O7 

H2Cr2O7 2NaOH ; Na2Cr2O7 + 2H20 

The results are shown in Table III and FIpure 

VII. The curve, as a dotted linie (w), shows a slightly 

lower H for the calculated concentration of Cr03 than in 

the case where the dilution was made with water (sho'n 

as a solid line in Figure VII). 

Effect of Sodium Dichromate 

'ro study the effec t of a di chromate upon chrorrit 

acid solutions pli measurements wore made on a series of 
solutions in thich the total amount of chromium, expressed 

as GrO3, was the same in each solution hut the ratio of 

free chronic acid, to that of sodium dlchrcvtate was 

different. The series of six solutions that were sthdiod 

each bad a volume of 50 ml., the total chromium content 
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of wtich wa the equivalent of 101.3 g. CrO/11ter. solu- 

tion Nc. :i, Table IV, waa pure Cr03. Solution No. 2 was 

prepared by mixing 40 ml. of a Cr03 solution (101.3 ç... 

Cr03,tliter) with 10 nil. of a Na2Cr2O7 o1ution conta1rin 

chromium equivalent to 101.3 . CrO/1itor. phe other 

solutions containinr, Ci'03 8JÌd Na2Cr2O7 in other ratios 

were prepared in a sImilar riarìrier. The pIi of each of 

these solutions was determined and the results plotted 

against the corresponding free Cro3 content, the latter 

being detertninod from the volume of Cro3 solution used in 

the preparation of the 50 ml. samrle. (The points plOtted 

for Solutions No. i and 6 lie slightly off the graph.) 

To aid the interpretation of this curve which 

fails below the other two curves in Figure VII, a solu- 

tion containing both Cr03 and Na2Cr2O7, Point A in Figure 

VII, was "dIluted" with a solution cantainin only Cr0 

of the same concentration as the CrOs already present, 

thus the GrO3 content remaining. constant. I)ninj:, the 

addition of the Cr03 solution, the pH nieaurements were 

taken. The pH Cradually increased as percentage 01' 

Na2Cr2O7 decreased. It is noted that the pH approached 

that of a pure Cr03 solution (Point B) of the same CrO3 

concentration. Conversely, if solid Na2Cr2O7 were to be 

added to a chronic acid solution, the pH would decrease. 
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Salt Effect on Olass Electrode 
I - 
In order to further confirm that the loworinc 

of the pII wa due to the diehromate alone, and to eliminate 

dilution corrections, etc., some aolid dichromate wa added 

to a chromic odd solution with the result that the pli wan 

acain lowered. To insure that this in turn was not due to 

excess salt being present, the procedure wa repeated, 

this time adding solid sodium sulfate to a ohromic acid 

solution. A small amount of sodium sulfate gave no appre- 

ciable effect and the addition of moro salid sodium sul 

fate caused the pH to rise, 
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Fron an obovvit1on of trn curv In Figure VII 

one rniht at first it conclude that a poit1ve ion 

(salt effect) cautu th ¡1at3 c1ectroìo to give an ex- 

roneous (ia) pH value I t i true that, in lkl me 

solutions the plass electrode indicates pH readings iich 

are low arid a correction Thctor must he added. I ) 

However, according to Do1e ( i ), the gla electrode in 

strorv' seid solutions rives pH readins which are hIgh 

when a larre 8mount of salt Is present. 

It; therefore sppear that even if there is a 

sait effect, there ii another factor which opposes and out 

weighs by far any ssit effect that is produced. 

When a dichrornate salt is dIssolved in water an 

equilibrium is reached which may be illustrated as, 

Cr2C7 f H20 : 2CrÖ4 -i- 2Ht 

Fiurs X and XI (9 ) show n increase in hIrogen ions 

with an ncreae in dichrornate concentration. This is In 

accord with the above equilibrium. 

All of the curves in Fire VII bere indicated 

the same fact, that, any increase In dichroriate esuses an 

incrcae in hydrogen ions. This corresponds to a decrease 

in pH. It is apparent then that an actual chane In pff 

occurs which is opDosite to any salt effect. 
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Since the addition of sodium sulfato caused very 

little change in pH at concentrations equivalent to the 

sodium diohroate solutions, it may be said that the salt 

effect is negligible. Figure XI, sodiu.xn dichxornate, illus- 

trates both the salt effect end the equilibrium. Up to a 

concentrati&n of about 400 grams/liter Na2Cr2O7,2H20, the 

equilibrium effect is predominate. Above this point the 

salt effect is seen to be eat enough to cause the pH to 

rise aain 



Vaouuxn Tube Voltmeter for t330 

in P entiornetz'ic ¶itrtÌ 

Many vacuum tube voltrneter have been described 

in the literature and applied to chemical analysis. The 

sensitivity of sorno of these motera allows their uso in 

most any oxidation-rcducton titration but not In all pre- 
cipitation titrations. 

In seeking an instrument that could be used to 

investigate sauo reactions in which the potentitìl change 

is small several circuits were examined, (a) Pram a 

8tudy of available circuits an unpublished circuit by 

R. W. Prather, J. 3. Brady, end W. R. Varner of OreCon 

State College was believed to have certain advantages of 
sensitivity an%1 stability. These designers had construc- 

ted an instrument for use in pH measurement but had not 

applied lt to potentlometric tltrationn. This Instrument 

was borrowed for preliminary tltrations, whereupon a 

similar instrument was constructed. 3inco the new ap- 

paratus wa to be used for a continuous reading titration 
device instead of a pH meter certain changes in the oir- 
cuit were made The original circuit was the same as the 

new one, Firo - except that in the original R2 a 

100 ohm calibrated resistor, and fl nine 100 oì-mi calibrated 

resistors, In the now òircuit R2 Is 200 ohms, and R3 

three 200 ohm resistors, their calibration being wmeoea- 

sary far followIng voltage changes dunn,, a titration. 
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The Instrument I s a Wynn-Williams bridge typo 

vacuurn tube voltheter, uairt a conventional type of duo 

triodo tube with piovision minimizing the tzoub1esorne 

giI&. currents due to residual gas in the tubes The equip- 

mont used in the construction of the instrument Is listed 

in Table V. Exclusivo of the two meters, the cost does 

not exceed lO.00. 

The cIrci.it, ccnstants were chosen for good son- 

sItItity consistant with low current drein of the B-bat- 

tory. A heater type tube was chosen since duo-triodo 

tubes WI th one grid lead browht out the top of the enve- 

lope arc only of this type, and they aro better than 

directly heated types from the standpoint of as content. 

The two trIodo sections of the 6F8-G tube are connected 

in a back-to-back or bridge circuit auch that any reason- 

able variations in the filament or plate voltapes will 

not disturb the balance, Both sections obtaIn their b±*s 

frori a corion supply with the exception that one grid 

circuit includes the electrode system and potentiometer 

circuit. 

Â Triplet mIcro-arnotor wa used In place of a 

galvanorieter. It had ì six inch scalo divided Into 100 

mits. Under operating conditions one unit on the micro- 

ammeter was equal to three millivolts change in the ti- 

tration coil. Since each i.iIt can be estimated to ten 



part:, it was posaible to record a chanpe of 0.3 millivolt 

during a titration, 

To give protection to the micro-arwneter a switch 

was introduced, not shown in Figire XI, to disconnect the 

meter without disturb1n the balance of the circuit, i8 

ws needed during the warmiri up procos and during the 

movement of any other switohe. 

Table V 

EQtJP LLT VAOUTJ TUI3i VTWETER 
w-,- - __ _ -.--- - ,- - - .- --- - 

i - 6?8-G tube and grid cap 
i - Octal socicot (?iP 8)--Amphenol 
2 - Yaxley 2,000 obni liniar potentiometer (A2.cP) 
i = 4,000 ohm 2 watt I. R. C. 
I 10 megohni I watt I. R. C. 
2*5,000thii2wattI. R. C. 
5 200 ohm I, R. C. (precision resistors) type W-4 
2 Double pole sIngle throw toggle switch (short shank) 
i - Single pole double throw toggle switch 
1 6 or more position rotary switch, shorting tipe, single 

pole 
i - !icro-ameter 
i - 0-3 D.C. voltmeter 

-- ----------- - 

Adjusthiant and Operation of Meter 

In order that the meter renain in good adjusthent 

over 1on periods of time, a means of adjustment has been 

provided to compensate for any chançes In batteri voltages, 

tube characteristics, etc. After the tube, Figure XI, has 

been allowed to warm up a few minutos, the two grids are 
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connected together by use of Sw.2. servc as a 

voItace dLvider to obtain the proper grid potenti1. The 

grids will be in proper adjustment tien Sw.3 can ho used 

to put R4--lO Meg. into the circuit without a deflection 
of the rnioro-aiieter. 

Then the adjustment is complete the electrode 
system and the potenticneter are placed in the circuit by 

Sw.2. At the start of a titration, the micro-arnreter may 

be set at a convenient value by regulating R2 and Et3. If 
during a titration the needle of the micro-ammeter approach- 

es the end of the scale, R2 and R3 aro again readjusted. 

A previous calibration makes lt possible to regard the 200 

ohms change in terms of rnlcro-.wreter deflection units. 
This fact allows a titration to be carried on uslnr, the 

complete scale o a sensitive current-reading instrument 
several tios. Thus oxidatIon-reduction, as well as pre- 

cipitation reactions ray be examined without any moon- 

venience because of the liitod rawe of the meter. 

Applïcation of the Vacuum Tube Voltmeter 

The Instrument has been used for both oxidation- 

reduction and precipitation reactions. 
In the titration of standard ferrous ammonium 

sulfate with standard potassium dichromate, ung graphite- 

platinum electrodes, very sharp end points were obtained 
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which corresponded to the equivalence point of the reaction 

within the accuracy attainable with calibrated equipment. 

There was no appreciable drift of the ricro-areter within 

a ten-minute tine interval. 

The titretion of sodium chloride with silver 

nitrate gave clearly-defined end points. 

In conclusion it may be stated that the instru- 

ment was stable, convenient to uso, and had adequate sensi- 

tivity for the reactions studied. 
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FiGURE IX 
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rIGURE X 

PUTMiiIUM BIIIHIIDMATE 

pH OF SOLUTIONS 

3.5 33 3.7 LS 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 43 4.7 4.3 

pH at 25°C 

Data by Research Laboratories, Mutual Chemical Company of America 
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VACUUM TU3E VOLTI-1ETLR 
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nrna7 

A study has been made of the behavior of the corn- 

ponents of a chromic acid anodizing, solution at vaiouc piT 

values. A curv for tho titration of the cornrlex solution 
has been made nd interpreted in tenns of the components. 

The effect of dilution during a titration ha also been 
shown. 

Two principal methods have been developed for the 
separation of aluminim frcr a chronîc acid eolution and 

thus regenerating an anodizing bath, The first is an oleo- 

trochernical method in which the aluinintun is precipitated 
as the hydroxide and the filtrate Is electrolized to pro- 

duce an anolyte high in chrmic acid. The second is a 

chemical regeneratIon of the anodizing tath in which cal- 
ciuxn hydroxide is used to remove tho alumina. Three 

variations are suggested for the removal of ions Intro- 
due1 during the prooeaes. 

A stoichiometric study of the regeneration of 

chrointc acId by chemical means has been made and three 

flow sheete are shown to Illustrate the variations. 
A study wa made of the eqlibria in chrornic 

acid solutions. The addition o a dichromate to a chromic 

acid solution was shown to produce more acd due to a 

shiftin of a ehromate-dichromate equil1briu. The salt 
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effect was found to be negligible at moderate salt con- 

contrations, 

A vacuum tube voltmeter has boen constructed 

and tested under laboratory conditions as a titration in- 

strument. The results show that the meter is sound in 

design and i applicable to analytical work of hI* pre 
ei s i on. 
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